
Vocabulary
Bringing Words to Life



overused words that have been banished for 2011 (by a Michigan 
University).



Double rainbow--positive attitude for 2011



Vocabulary knowledge is the 
single best predictor of 

student academic 
achievement  across subject 

matter domains
Saville-Troike



A robust approach to 
vocabulary involves directly 
explaining the meanings of 
words along with thought-

provoking, playful, and 
interactive follow-up

Isabel Beck



Tier 3

Tier 2

Tier 1

Technical Words
Best learned while studying content 

area: isotope, cirrus, quadrilateral

Words to teach-High 
frequency & High Utility:

curious, absurd, sinister

Known, common words:
house, clock, walk

Keep in mind that not ELs know Tier 1 words words, especially CELDT 
1s. They need to be taught



Tier 2 Criteria 

• Importance and utility

• Instructional potential

• Conceptual understanding

1. words that are characteristic of mature language users and appear 
frequently across a variety of domains (admit, emerging)
2. words that can be worked with in variety of ways so that students 
can build rich representations of them and of their connections to 
other words and concepts
3. words for which students understand the general concept but 
provide precision and specificity in describing the concept (Kinder-
The Popcorn Dragon- envious and delighted-5yr olds understand 
concept of wanting something someone else has, and being happy)



polysemous 

multiple meaning words 

(e.g., wave as in “wave of 
immigrants” vs.  a greeting or 
ocean wave)

Just love this word



The servants would never 
comment on this strange 
occurrence, each servant 
hoping the other had tended to 
the chores.

Excerpt from a tale about a donkey under magical spell (Kohnke, 2001 
p.12)

Think Aloud:
Comment- something someone has to say
Occurrence- something happening
Tended- took care of



I think _____ is a Tier 2 
word because_________

1. Importance and utility

2. Instructional potential

3. Conceptual understanding



Your turn...

Read the opening paragraph of a retelling of an old tale (Kohnke, 
2001 p.12) about a donkey who is under a magical spell that forces 
him to do the chores for a group of lazy servants

Identify Tier 2 words: frequent encounters w/the words, richness of 
instruction and extension of word use beyond the classroom.



Johnny Harrington was a kind master 
who treated his servants fairly. He was 
also a successful wool merchant, and 
his business required that he travel 
often. In his absence, his servants would 
tend to the fields and cattle and 
maintain the upkeep of his mansion. 
They performed their duties happily, 
for they felt fortunate to have such a 
benevolent and trusting master.
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scrumptious

A story in first grade in which children make cookies. The story is 
mostly built around pictures, with the vocabulary limited to some 
children’s names and words such as pass, pat, pan and cookies. The 
story ends with children eating cookies and saying. “Mmmmmm. 
Good!”

At the end....say that cookies were scrumptious.
devoured



Instructional Steps

1. Pronounce

2. Explain

3. Provide examples

4. Elaborate

5. Assess

1. Guide students to correctly pronounce the word (auditory and muscle memory)
2. Clear explanations using familiar language/ synonyms/ cognates
3. Provide examples (2 or 3 examples to grasp meaning)
4. Elaborate (“Elaborating info makes learners understand and remember info better, 
Marzano)
5. Assess- formal, anecdotal, summative
Your choice of assessment should be guided by the student performance you are interested 
in getting a look at--What is is you want to see students do? On the flip side, you might also 
want to consider what it is you want students to expect. The kind of test provided might be 
interpreted by students as a signal of what is important to know or be able to do with the 
words they learn.



Meanings in everyday 
language

jaded; worn out; tired; weary
Cobuild: If someone is jaded, he has or has seen so much of 
something that he begins to dislike it
exotic: foreign; strange; not native
Cobuild: Something that is exotic is unusual and interesting because it 
comes from another country far away



Regular Dictionary vs
CoBuild Dictionary

jaded (Cobuild):
If someone is jaded, he has or has seen so 

much of something that he begins to dislike it

jaded:
worn out; tired; weary



exotic: 
foreign; strange; not native

exotic (Cobuild): 
Something that is exotic is unusual and interesting because 

it comes from another country far away



Content Dictionary

Word Picture/Sketch Friendly Definition

jaded
If someone is jaded, he has 

or has seen so much of 
something that he begins to 

dislike it

exotic
Something that is exotic is 

unusual and interesting 
because it comes from 

another country far away

scatter







Rating Scale



Rating Scale





Questions, Reasons and 
Examples

Scatter:
If a coyote goes into a chicken coop, would the chickens scatter? Why?



Word Associations

Students are asked to associate one of their new words with a 
presented word or phrase



Context Clues

Be careful...not every word can be interpreted through context clues





Making Choices

Children are asked to make choices and justify or explain why they 
made those choices



Idea Completion

Provide students with a sentence stem which requires the integration 
of a word’s meaning into context



Have you ever...?

Students associate newly learned words with concepts and activities 
from their own experience



Word Scales
angry   furious    livid    annoyed    irritated    upset

Really 
mad

A 
little 
mad



Applause, Applause!

Would you enjoy a staff meeting that is laconic? Why?

Would you like a class that is gregarious? Why?

Would you like someone to assuage your debt? Why?

Students are asked to clap in order to indicate- how much they would 
like (not at all, a little bit, a lot) to be described by the target words 
and then explain WHY.
laconic-short, brief
gregarious- loud, talkative
assuage- relieve, sooth



Having fun with vocabulary



Becoming interested and aware of 
words is not a likely outcome from the 

way instruction is typically handled, 
which is to have students look up 

definitions in a dictionary. 
(Scott et al., 1998)



by: Isabel Beck


